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With the introduction of the Euroyen interest
rate futures, a new spread trading strategy is
now available at the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange — trading Eurodollar/Euroyen interest
rate spreads against Japanese yen (JY) futures
calendar spreads. Justification for this trade idea
emanates from covered interest arbitrage — the
activity that serves as the foundation for fair
pricing of currency futures and forwards.
Although the concept may be generalized to
apply to virtually all currency pairs, in practice
implementation requires the capacity to trade
associated eurocurrency deposit interest rate
futures and currency futures in a common time
zone. At present, the CME contract offerings
restrict this trade to yen/dollar markets; and the
combination of a mutual offset system between
the CME and SIMEX, as well as the GLOBEX®

trading system permits implementation of this
strategy on virtually a 24-hour-a-day basis.

THE THEORY

According to the covered interest arbitrage
model, in equilibrium the rate of return an
investor can earn on a Eurodollar deposit should
be equal to the rate that can be earned by (a)
converting dollars to yen at the spot exchange
rate, (b) depositing the yen in an interest bearing
account, and (c) locking in the repatriation of
yen to dollars (principal plus interest) at the for-
ward rate.This condition is satisfied when the
following equation holds:

(1)

where F =  JY futures price ($/JY)

S =  JY spot price ($/JY)

RUS =  Eurodollar deposit rate

RJY =  Euroyen deposit rate

d =  days between the spot value date
and the futures delivery date.

An equation analogous to Equation (1) allows
for the determinants of the second futures price
(F

2
) as a function of the nearby futures (F

1
),

Eurodollar and Euroyen futures rates RUSf and RJYf ,
respectively), and the time between the relevant
futures delivery dates (df), as follows:

(2)

Rearranging terms, this equilibrium condition can
be restated in an alternative form, which will
prove to be a more convenient presentation:

(3)

Note that the left hand side of this equation is a
representation of the calendar spread, expressed
as a yield (henceforth called CSY). Furthermore,
it is helpful to recognize that the right hand side
of equation 3 can be closely approximated by
another much simpler mathematical expression:
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(4)

In other words, CSY (i.e., the left-hand side of
Equation (3) should be approximately equal to
the futures yield spread (i.e., the right-hand side
of Equation (4).That is:

(5)

Whenever this equality does not hold, a trade
opportunity would be present, given that this
inequality would be expected to be short-lived.

AN EXAMPLE

To demonstrate, assume the following initial
prices and value dates:

Contract Price Value Date

March JY Futures1 .9575 3/20
June JY Futures .9686 6/19
March ED Futures 94.80 3/20
March EY Futures 99.25 3/20

Under these conditions, the time between the
futures value dates is 91 days, and thus plugging
these data into equation 5 yields a value of 4.59
percent for the left-hand side of equation and 4.44
percent for the right-hand side.The current condi-
tion thus fosters the judgement that CSY (and
therefore the calendar spread) is too high relative
to the interest rate spread.Therefore, expecting a
return to the equilibrium condition would warrant
buying the nearby JY futures and selling the
deferred (i.e., anticipating that the calendar spread
will get smaller in absolute value), while at the
same time selling the Eurodollar futures and buy-
ing Euroyen futures (i.e., anticipating that this rate
differential will get bigger).2 Importantly, the out-
come of this trade rests on a relative price adjust-
ment, such that if one of these two components

of the trade generates a loss, the other would be
expected to result in an even greater gain.

In order to size this trade appropriately, one
starts by selecting a notional exposure to work
with, say $10 million. Conceptually, the trade
should be designed to synthesize the borrowing
of this amount for 91 days (i.e., the time
between the two successive futures value dates)
and investing the yen equivalent amount for the
same term, on a fully hedged basis.To be precise,
the number of Eurodollar futures required is
found by calculating the value of a basis point for
a $10 million borrowing over the 91-day period,
divided by $25 (the value of a basis point per
contract). In this case, the theoretical require-
ment is $10 million x .0001 x 91/360 divided by
$25, or 10. 11 contracts, which rounds to 10
futures contracts.

As the dollars will be converted on the value date
of the nearby futures, finding the yen equivalent
to the $10 million requires using the nearby JY
futures price3 as the appropriate exchange rate.
Thus, $10 million = ¥1,044 million = $10 million
divided by $0.009575/¥.

In like manner to calculation for the required
Eurodollar contracts, the appropriate Euroyen
futures position is found by dividing the basis
point value of the exposure of the yen deposit
by ¥2,500 (the basis point value of the Euroyen
futures contract), as follows:

(6)

Given that the size of the JY futures contract 
is ¥12.5 million and the notional exposure under
consideration is ¥1,044 million, the appropriate
number of spreads is 83.6 contracts (¥1,044 
million divided by ¥12.5 million, which rounds 
to 84 contracts (per side)).

2

1 Yen futures prices are commonly displayed to four decimal places, as
shown. This price, then, actually reflects the price per ¥100.

2 Recall that Eurodollar and Euroyen futures prices move inversely to futures
interest rates.

3 See footnote 1.

One further adjustment to the trade proportions
is needed in recognition of the fact that the calen-
dar spread would be affected by changes in the
price of the yen, independent of any changes in
interest rates. For example, with the nearby JY
futures trading at $.9575 and the deferred con-
tract trading at $.9686 as previously mentioned,
the calendar spread is $0.0111 and CSY is 4.59
percent (again, reflecting the 91 days between
futures value dates).Assuming CSY remains
unchanged, this spread price will vary proportion-
ately with the nearby futures price. For instance, a
10 percent increase in the nearby price will foster
a 10 percent change in the absolute value of the
spread price — again, assuming a constant spread
yield.While gains from such moves would, of
course, be welcome, the prospect of losses is
undesirable.This exposure can be addressed by
employing a tail hedge, where the tail is a position
in the nearby JY futures contract, designed to gen-
erate an offset to gains or losses from the calen-
dar spreads due entirely from changes in the level
of exchange rates.

Assuming N is the number of contracts in the
original calendar spread, the following two-equa-
tion-system is used to solve for the tail (n):

(7a) n x F1 = N x (F2 – F1)

(7b)

Equation 7a reflects the objective of having the
tail results offset the spread results and 7b reflects
the desired relationship between the two relevant
futures prices (from equation 5). Making the
appropriate substitutions and solving for n,

In the current example,

n = 83.6 x 4.59% x 91/360 = .97 ≈ 1 contract

In this case, given a long nearby/short deferred
spread position, the tail should be a long position
to achieve the desired offset.As a general rule,
the nearby leg of the spread should be made

larger (in absolute value) by the incorporation of
a tail position for the trade.

EX ANTE EXPECTATIONS 
AND ACTUAL RESULTS

The trade on the left should generate a gain as
long as equilibrium is ultimately regained — 
irrespective of how the relevant prices happen
to adjust.A simple way to get a “ball-park” 
estimate of how much profit should be expected
is to assume that the entire adjustment comes
from the Eurodollar contract, and all other con-
tract prices remain unchanged. In the above
example, the difference between the calendar
spread yield and the Eurodollar/Euroyen rate 
differential is 15 basis points. For a position of
ten Eurodollar futures contracts, a 15-basis-
point-move results in a profit of $3,750 = (15
basis points x10 contracts x $25 per basis
point). In practice, however, some variance from
this expected figure should be expected, for
three reasons:

1) Convergence to the equilibrium condition
may not be perfectly realized; and, in fact, the
inequality may often get more exaggerated
before it gets smaller.

2) Rounding error is virtually unavoidable as only
whole numbers of futures contracts can be
transacted, while the theoretical proportions
likely require fractional positions.

3) The profit/loss from the Euroyen futures
accrues in yen, such that the outcome in 
dollars is sensitive to the actual exchange 
rate used when converting the yen results 
to dollars.

Exhibit 1 demonstrates one possible outcome
which roughly conforms to expectations. In this
case, the calendar spread component of the trade
generates a loss; but the Eurodollar/Euroyen rate
spread component posts an even larger gain. For
comparative purposes, Exhibits 2 and 3 show
alternative outcomes, where the price changes
are more dramatic.These tables are offered to
help provide some perspective on the margin of
the uncertainty of this trade construction.They
demonstrate that even with near equilibrium

(8)
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conditions being resumed, practical issues may
foster results that are considerably different
from expectations; and these differences may be
either beneficial or adverse.

CONCLUSION

Trading Eurodollar/Euroyen interest rate futures
against JY futures calendar spreads is somewhat
complicated in that it requires a coordinated
response to a dynamic set of underlying condi-
tions. Nonetheless, because the trade is based
on arbitrage pricing theory, it has the advantage
of being a relatively low-risk strategy.Thus, those
who implement the trade in the proper propor-
tions have a high probability of being rewarded
for their efforts.

Exhibit 1

Initial Final Profit/
Qty Futures Price Price Loss

–10 Mar Euro-$ Futures 94.80 94.60 $ 5,000.00
11 Mar Euro-JY Futures 99.25 99.30 1,339.11*
85 Mar JY Futures 0.9575 0.9739 174,250.00

–84 Jun JY Futures 0.9686 0.9855 (177,450.00)

TOTAL PROFIT $3,139.11

Start End

JY Calendar Spread Yield 4.59% 4.71%
Theoretical JY Spread Rate 4.44% 4.69%
Interest Rate Futures Spread 4.45% 4.70%

* Conversion Rate ($/FX) = $0.009739/¥

Exhibit 3

Initial Final Profit/
Qty Futures Price Price Loss

–10 Mar Euro-$ Futures 94.80 95.75 ($ 23,750.00)
11 Mar Euro-JY Futures 99.25 99.42 3,775.06*
85 Mar JY Futures 0.9575 0.8075 (1,593,750.00)

–84 Jun JY Futures 0.9686 0.8150 1,612,800.00

TOTAL PROFIT ($924.94)

Start End

JY Calendar Spread Yield 4.59% 3.67%
Theoretical JY Spread Rate 4.44% 3.66%
Interest Rate Futures Spread 4.45% 3.67%

* Conversion Rate ($/FX) = $0.008075/¥

Exhibit 2

Initial Final Profit/
Qty Futures Price Price Loss

–10 Mar Euro-$ Futures 94.80 93.00 $    45,000.00
11 Mar Euro-JY Futures 99.25 97.95 (28,600.00)*
85 Mar JY Futures 0.9575 0.8000 (1,673,437.50)

–84 Jun JY Futures 0.9686 0.8100 1,665,300.00

TOTAL PROFIT $8,262.50

Start End

JY Calendar Spread Yield 4.59% 4.95%
Theoretical JY Spread Rate 4.44% 4.92%
Interest Rate Futures Spread 4.45% 4.95%

* Conversion Rate ($/FX) = $0.00800/¥
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